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ABSTRACT
The location of Mount St. Helens on the cold forearc, 50 km trenchward of the main volcanic front, 
is contradictory to regional thermal models. To answer why Mount St. Helens is in this unusual 
position, a dense (10 km spacing) broadband seismic array with a large aperture (100 km) was 
deployed. Data from this array provide one of the first high-resolution tomographic images of the 
crust and upper mantle of a volcanic region. Using ambient noise and teleseismic surface waves, 
we make phase velocity maps and 3D images of shear velocity (Vs). These inversions image an 
anomalously fast mid-lower crust (3.95 +0.1 km/s) west and under Mount St. Helens (MSH). This 
is likely the Siletzia terrane, an accreted mafic igneous province. This high crustal velocity con-
tributes to a weak forearc Moho, which has almost no Vs increase west of MSH (3.9 to 4.0 km/s) 
compared to an increase from 3.6 to 4.5 km/s (0.9 km/s) east of MSH. The mantle Vs is 4.0-4.2 
km/s west of MSH, consistent with the weak Moho and likely due to hydration; however, the weak 
Moho is mostly due to the fast forearc crust. Also, a low Vs body (3.45-3.6 km/s) lies in the middle 
to lower crust between MSH and the main arc volcanoes of Mount Rainier and Mount Adams. This 
low velocity features is likely a hot region that may have melt in the mid-crust; and correlates with 
vent fields. Moreover, the boundaries of Siletzia and the weak forearc Moho lie precisely at MSH, 
and it is thought that these geologic boundaries influence magmatism.
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CHAPTER 1
1.1 Introduction
 Subduction-related volcanism typically occurs when the top of the subducting plate reaches 
100 km depth, and flux melting in the mantle wedge migrates through the crust, defining a narrow 
arc (Syracuse & Abers, 2006). However, crustal structures can be equally important in controlling 
the location of volcanism. Lower-crustal mush zones are purported to be the source for volcanoes 
(Annen et al., 2006; Behn & Kelemen, 2006; Tatsumi et al., 2008), and are a location for storage 
and assimilation of melt. Petrology at Mount St. Helens (MSH) and globally confirms that melt 
exists as a crystal-rich transcrustal plumbing system before transiently moving to shallow magma 
chambers (Blatter et al., 2017; Cashman et al., 2017; Claiborne et al., 2010). These lower crustal 
mush zones have been imaged (Hill et al., 2009; Ward et al., 2014; Delph et al., 2017); however, 
the locations on earth where this has been imaged are limited.   
 Volcanism in the Cascades typically occurs where the top of the subducting Juan de Fuca 
plate reaches 80-90 km depth (McCrory et al., 2012), similar to global systematics (Syracuse & 
Abers, 2006). MSH, the most active Holocene volcano in the Cascades, unusually lies 50 km west 
of the main arc (Figure 1.1; Figure 1.2). The melt transport pathway is not understood, since the 
forearc heat flow is markedly low, 37 + 10 mW/m2 compared to 80 + 20 mW/m2 in the arc, and 
MSH is located within this cold the forearc (Figure 1.3; Blackwell et al. 1990; Wada and Wang, 
2009; Pollack et al., 1993). Since the location of MSH is inconsistent with the cold temperatures 
in the forearc, this implies that crustal structures are important for the source of melt. 
 The region has been previously studied geophysically with lower resolution arrays or only 
focused on the upper-crustal magma systems, including passive seismic studies (Lees and Cros-
son, 1989; Waite and Moran, 2009; De Siena et al., 2014; Flinders and Shen, 2017; Wang et al., 
2017) and active seismic studies (Parsons et al., 1998; Kiser et al., 2016). The middle and lower 
crust have been particularly undersampled at wavelengths less than volcano spacing (50 km). This 
study images the lower crust to get a complete picture of the volcanic plumbing system of MSH.
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Figure 1.1: Regional setting: The Cascades. Black outline is Siletzia terrane (Wells et al., 2014), 
green is the Tertiary Cascades arc volcanics and blue is North American basement (Reed et al., 
2004; Wheeler et al., 2004). Blue lines are top of subducting slab (McCrory et al., 2012), and 
yellow triangles are arc volcanoes (Hildreth et al., 2007). Brown box is the local region for Fig-
ure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Cascadia near Mount St. Helens (MSH), Mount Adams (MA), Mount Rainier (MR), 
and Mount Hood (MR) (yellow triangles; Hildreth et al., 2007). White circles are seismic stations 
from iMUSH, TA, and UW array. Black crosses are Quaternary vents (Hildreth et al., 2007). Yel-
low line is magnetic outline of Siletzia (Wells et al., 2014). Top of subducting slab in light blue 
(McCrory et al., 2012). Simplified geology from Sisson et al. (2014): (green) Tertiary volcanics, 
(light yellow) Eocene sandstones and silts, (purple) Siletz Basalts, (brown) Columbia River flood 
basalts, (red) Quaternary volcanics, (light blue) pre-Cenozoic basement, (stippled white) Puget 
lowland. Sedimentary basins and plutons labeled: (CB) Chehalis Basin, (SM) Spud Mountain 
pluton, (SL) Spirit Lake pluton, and (SS) Silver Star pluton. 50 mafic vents make up Indian 
Heaven (IH; white oval) (Hildreth et al., 2007).
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 We use the iMUSH seismic array (imaging the Magma Under St. Helens) to address the 
effect of deeper crustal geology on the volcanic plumbing system. The iMUSH project (Kiser et 
al., 2016; Hansen et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Bedrosian et al., 2018; Ulberg et al., in prep; 
Mann et al., subm.) gives one of the highest resolution 3D images of deep structure beneath MSH 
to date. This paper applies frequency-domain methods of measuring Rayleigh wave phase velocity 
from ambient noise to resolve features as small as one wavelength (Ekström et al., 2009; Luo et al., 
2015), optimizing use of the array. In addition, surface wave earthquake Helmholtz tomography 
(Janiszewski et al., 2018; Jin & Gaherty, 2015) provides complementary mantle imaging and the 
results are incorporated into this study. Fundamental-mode Rayleigh phase velocities from both 
methods are inverted for shear velocity (Vs), which constrains geologic features from the subduct-
ing slab to the surface. These data reveal a strong control on volcanic architecture from pre-ex-
isting crustal structure, including a strong role of the mafic Siletzia terrane on possible volcano 
location and the forearc Moho discontinuity. Low shear-wave velocities in the middle-lower crust 
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Figure 1.3: a: Heat flow data (Pollack et al., 1993, as compiled in van Keken et al., 2018) for an 
E-W transect through MSH, pink box denotes area where forearc heat flow average is taken. b: 
Map showing regions averaged for Fig. 1.13, the east and west Vs averages (black squares) and 
the heat flow forearc average (pink box). Open circles are 60 km north of MSH and solid are at 
the latitude of MSH.  Horizontal axis is zero at MSH summit.
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between MSH, Mount Adams, Mount Rainier, and Indian Heaven can only be explained with par-
tial melt, and so the melt source for MSH may be towards the arc from a large hot region, similar 
to Hill et al., 2009 and Bedrosian et al., 2018.
1.2 Tectonic Overview
 Volcanism in the Cascades is a product of subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate beneath the 
North American Plate. This subduction zone is one of the youngest and hottest globally (Hyndman 
and Wang, 1993; Syracuse et al., 2010), with the spreading ridge less than 250 km from the vol-
canic arc. Because Cascadia is one of the hottest subduction zones it is one of the only subduction 
zones with sufficient slab dehydration at shallow depths to produce a fully hydrated forearc (Abers 
et al., 2017). This high level of hydration is thought to make the continental Moho vanish in the 
forearc, as discussed below, because serpentinites have much lower wavespeeds than typical per-
idotite (Bostock et al., 2002; Brocher et al., 2003). As a result, a weak-to-absent Moho serves as a 
proxy for low temperatures in the uppermost mantle. Heat flow is significantly less in the forearc 
mantle (37 mW/m2 compared to 80 mW/m2), and these lower temperatures allow for the stability 
of serpentinite (Wada and Wang, 2009). Therefore, the Moho vanishing in the forearc is primarily 
a thermal effect. 
 Beneath the Oregon and Washington coast ranges, the basement consists of accreted Silet-
zia terrane of Eocene submarine basalts and gabbros (Duncan, 1982), which was an oceanic pla-
teau that collided with North America in the Eocene (Wells et al., 2014). The eastern limit is not 
observed geologically, and is thought to either be west of MSH (Wells et al., 2014) in eastern 
Washington (Schmandt & Humphreys, 2011). The basement to the east of Siletzia is a Mesozoic 
and Paleozoic mix of up to 50 different terranes that are a range of oceanic, volcanic and continen-
tal affinities that have metamorphized (Coney et al., 1980) and are fairly felsic (Valley et al., 2003). 
Partly burying the Siletzia terrane and the arc igneous rocks are quartz-rich sands and silts from 
fluvial, deltaic, and shallow-marine sediments deposited in the Eocene. These sediments make up 
the Puget Group in southwest Washington (Buckovic, 1979; Heller et al., 1985). The early Tertiary 
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Cascades run north-south in a wide band where the Cascades used to lie (Sisson et al., 2014). In 
the mid-Miocene there was widespread volcanic activity that covered a broad zone across most 
of western Oregon and Washington with the Columbia River flood basalts (Kasbohm & Schoene, 
2018). These geologic features are displayed in Figure 1.2.
 The axial belt of the Cascades from southern Washington to northern Oregon include five 
andesite-dacite centers: Jennies Butte, Goat Rocks, Mount Adams, Mount Rainier, and Mount 
Hood, as well as 15 basaltic shields and 130 smaller quaternary vents which are predominately 
basaltic and basaltic andesite with very few dacites and andesites (Figure 1.4) (Clayton, 1980; 
Smith, 1993). In the forearc, west of the Quaternary axis, lie three volcanoes: Mount St. Helens 
(MSH), 50 closely located mafic vents that make up the Indian Heaven Volcanic Field (IH), and 
a scattering of forearc vents in the Portland region. Quaternary vents near MSH are displayed in 
Figure 1.4. There is laterally broad cross-arc volcanism from the Boring lava fields to the Simcoe 
mountains (Hildreth, 2007). These volcanoes require a variety of sources, some from deeper in 
the mantle than others (Leeman et al., 2004). The compositional diversity in the basalts across the 
Cascades shows that there is a strong contribution from subcrustal processes (Leeman et al., 1990). 
Because the Cascades subduction margin is so hot, H20 is getting down to the melt region creating 
basalts melts with up to 3.4 wt% H20 (Walowski et al., 2015).
 MSH is a dacitic volcano and recently one of the most active volcanoes in the Cascades. It 
came into existence around 300ka and remained quiet until after 28 ka (Clynne et al., 2005). In the 
last 28 kyr it has erupted 75 + 15 km3 of magma (Crandell, 1987; Scott, 1988,1989; Mullineaux, 
1996). There were some basaltic eruptions during the Castle Creek eruptive period (2200-1770 
years ago) suggesting a mantle source (Hoblitt et al., 1980). 8000 years ago basaltic andesites 
erupted from the nearby vents (Hammond and Korosec, 1983) some trending along the St. Helens 
seismic zone (Weaver et al., 1987). The most recent eruption (2004-2008) was the richest in silica 
in the past 500 years (Pallister et al., 2008). Experiments indicate that the dacites at MSH were 
generated at deep crustal pressures (700-900 MPa, 20-35 km) at high temperatures (925°C) with 
high H2O concentrations (3 wt%), likely sourced from a basaltic andesite (Blatter et al., 2017). 
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 IH is located 30 km southwest of Mount Adams and is a 450 km2 basaltic volcanic field, 
with 50 coalescing vents that are mainly mafic monogenetic volcanoes (Hammond and Korosec, 
1983; Korosec, 1989). They have been erupting from the middle Pleistocene to the Holocene, with 
the last eruption 9 kya having an output of 0.9 km3 (Mitchell et al., 1989). 80 percent of the total 
60-80 km3 erupted has been basalt, making it one of the largest volumes of Quaternary basalt in 
the Cascades (Hildreth, 2007). The 150 forearc Quaternary vents (the Boring Volcanic Field) are 
spread as far as 90 km west of the main arc axis (Allen, 1975; Conrey et al., 1996).
 The forearc is interesting not only because of its anomalously high level of volcanism, but 
also because of its absence of a Moho discontinuity, in contrast to the strong Moho discontinuity 
in the arc. The absence of a Moho was observed in receiver functions in the southern Cascades 
(Bostock et al., 2002) and was thought to be due to the slow mantle velocities from a hydrated ser-
pentinized mantle wedge. In active source studies, there was a weak PmP reflection in the forearc 
in multiple locations in the Cascades, from Vancouver Island to central Oregon (Brocher et al., 
2003). Higher resolution active source study also showed a weak PmP reflection in the forearc that 
sharply transitioned to a strong PmP reflection right at the longitude of MSH (Hansen et al., 2016). 
Other geophysical studies in the Cascades (Blakely et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2013) support the ob-
servation of a hydrated mantle wedge, by imaging low velocities in the forearc mantle wedge. 
 Past seismic studies have mostly imaged the upper magma chamber and have limited res-
olution in the lower crust, including passive source (Lees and Crosson, 1989; Waite and Moran, 
2009; De Siena et al., 2014; Flinders and Shen, 2017; Wang et al., 2017) and active seismic studies 
(Parsons et al., 1998; Kiser et al., 2016). Mount St Helens has been further studied with magneto-
telluric imaging  (Stanley et al., 1987; Hill et al., 2004). The magma chamber is seismically imaged 
to be 6-16 km, 5.5-8 km, between the surface and 6 km deep in Lees and Crosson, 1989, Waite and 
Moran, 2009 and De Siena et al., 2014 respectively.  Some suggest there is a large region of partial 
melt in southeastern Washington between MSH, Mount Adams, and Mount Rainier in magneto-
telluric imaging (Hill et al., 2004) and seismic imaging (Flinders and Shen, 2018). Alternatively, 
previous magnetotelluric imaging attributed this large conductive feature to be marine sedimenta-
7
ry rocks (Stanley et al., 1987).  Kiser et al. (2016) suggests that the melt source of MSH is near the 
Moho, southeast of MSH where a low-Vp anomaly is imaged. This is to date the highest resolution 
image of the lower crust at MSH, until this paper.  
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Figure 1.4: The 412 Quaternary volcanic vents of the Rainier-to-Hood segment of the Cas-
cade arc, Figure 8 from Hildreth (2007). Two coloured fields depict limits of vent distributions 
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2 Data, Methods, and Results
2.1 Data
 We analyze broadband data from all 70 broadband instruments of the iMUSH array de-
ployed between July 2014 and August 2016, and 13 additional broadband stations within 100 
km of MSH from permanent or temporary arrays (Figure 1.2). The iMUSH array has a 100 km 
diameter centered on MSH with an average station spacing of 10 km. In this study we use verti-
cal-component signals only and we use a continuous, 1 sample-per-second data stream or, where 
unavailable, decimate data to this sample rate. Phase velocity data at the lower frequencies (0.02-
0.05 Hz) are taken from Janiszewski et al. (2018).
2.2 Measuring phase velocities 
2.2.1 Phase velocity measurements from ambient noise. 
 Ambient noise is cross-correlated between seismic station pairs to extract the wavefield 
travelling between the two stations (Aki, 1957; Shapiro & Campillo, 2004). This signal is domi-
nated by the fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave (Ekström et al., 2009). Twelve months of seismic 
traces are preprocessed using a methodology similar to Bensen et al. (2007) as detailed by Calkins 
et al. (2011), to produce 600 s long correlograms. Phase velocities are calculated from the correlo-
grams in the frequency domain using methods based on Ekström et al. (2009) and Jin et al. (2015). 
Following Jin et al. (2015), the real part of the Fourier spectrum of the cross-correlation is fit to 
a smoothly varying phase velocity c(w) at angular frequency w, as a spline with knots every 0.02 
Hz from 0.02 to 0.2 Hz, with extra knots at 0.01 and 0.05 Hz (Figure 2.1). The fitting procedure 
simultaneously fits the observed spectrum, minimizes the curvature of the dispersion curve, and 
enforces a negative slope dc(w)/dw. Although we fit frequencies < 0.04 Hz to improve numerical 
stability, the short interstation distances relative to wavelength are unable to resolve spatial varia-
tions in phase velocity at those low frequencies, and they are not analyzed further. 
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 The 83 stations provide between 681 and 2356 useable station pairs at each frequency after 
quality control measures, with more useable pairs for higher frequencies. At each frequency, mea-
surements at distances of 1-2 cycles, 2-3 cycles, and > 3 cycles are grouped, and phase velocities 
exceeding three median absolute deviations from the median for each group are discarded. Ap-
pendix A.1 shows examples of this quality control procedure for two frequencies and the resulting 
phase velocity measurements in map view. Paths for station spacing less than one cycle (distance/
wavelength) are not usable because the phase velocity measurements will be inaccurate, although 
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Figure 2.1: Example of phase velocity measurement for the station pair MC08-MO06 (labeled 
in inset), with path separation of 71.6 km. a: Real part of correlogram spectrum (blue) and fit 
(purple). b: Corresponding phase velocity fit (solid line, dots at tabulated frequencies) and pre-
diction from starting model (dashed line).
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this frequency-domain measurement method is successful at 1-3 wavelengths unlike common 
time-domain methods (Calkins et al., 2011). The different criteria in number of cycles chosen was 
due to the large wavelength of low frequency waves approaching the array aperture size. Most of 
the data would be omitted if the criteria are too strict. The phase velocities for each pair-wise path 
are plotted at the midpoint of the path between stations. The map in Figure A.1c shows coherent 
patterns in the velocity structure to test that the inversion results are similar to the raw data. The 
ray density map (Figure A.1d) shows that rays are most dense in the center of the array, decreasing 
in density with radius from MSH.
2.2.2 Earthquake Surface Wave Phase Velocities
 We incorporate measurements of fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave velocity for frequen-
cies 0.02-0.05 Hz from earthquake sources from a prior study (Janiszewski et al., 2018). These 
phase-velocity maps are calculated via Helmholtz-equation inversion from Rayleigh waves sam-
pled by arrays of stations; these methods provide focusing-corrected phase velocity maps across 
the array for individual earthquakes (Jin and Gaherty, 2015; Lin and Ritzwoller, 2011). Phase 
velocity uncertainties for these measurements are calculated from the standard deviations of all 
individual earthquake phase-velocity maps at each node, after outlier removal. At 0.05 Hz ambient 
noise phase velocities and regional earthquake phase velocities are combined with a cosine-taper 
window as described in Appendix A.2. 
2.2.3 Network-averaged phase velocities and shear-wave velocities
 To derive a S-wave velocity (Vs) model with depth z (Figure 2.2; Appendix Table D.1), a 
network-averaged dispersion curve c(w) is found. The ambient noise average phase velocities are 
found by averaging all station-pair phase velocities at > 0.05 Hz. The earthquake-derived phase 
velocities at <0.04 Hz are averaged in the region where ambient noise tomography has ray cov-
erage. At 0.05 Hz, where both data types (earthquake-derived and ambient noise) provide infor-
11
mation, we equally average the phase velocities from the two datasets. This composite dispersion 
curve provides a starting phase velocity for generating phase velocity maps (Figure 2.2d), and is 
used to produce reference Vs(z) model. The dispersion curve is also compared to estimates made 
by beamforming (Figure 2.2c; purple squares) following the method of Harmon et al. (2008), as 
discussed in the Appendix (Section B).
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from the gradient starting model. b: The 1D Vs models for a gradient Moho. The starting model 
(dashed black) is a moving average of the group 1 average Vs from Obrebski et al. (2015). Solid 
black line is the 1D Vs model result. The Monte Carlo uncertainties shown in solid red, with 
1-sigma and 2-sigma uncertainties (shading) derived from the standard deviations. c: The 1D Vs 
models with a starting model with a discontinuous Moho at 37.5 km depth; format same as panel 
c. d: Array-average phase velocity (symbols), along with predictions for both the gradient model 
(red) and Moho start model (blue). Red symbols shows average dispersion curve is from regional 
surface wave earthquake tomography phase velocities (Janiszewski et al., 2018) and green show 
ambient noise average. Purple squares: average velocities from the beamforming method; see 
Appendix B. Dashed lines are the phase velocity predictions from the starting models for gradi-
ent inversion (red) and Moho inversion (blue), corresponding to dashed lines in panels b and c 
respectively.
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 From the network-averaged c(w), a 1D shear velocity model Vs(z) is inverted for, using the 
iterative nonlinear method of Herrmann and Ammon (2004). A simple Vs(z) model from Obrebski 
et al., (2015) (group 1 average Vs), is smoothed and used as the starting model (dashed blue line in 
Figure 2.2b). Layer thicknesses are 2.5 km at depths less than 22.5 km and 5 km between 22.5 and 
112.5 km depth, underlain by a constant-velocity half space. This inversion imposes a first-deriv-
ative smoothing constraint; at sequential iterations the damping value is progressively decreased 
from 8.0 km-2 to 0.5 km-2 until the variance converges. Initial damping values are comparable to the 
largest singular value of the inversion, 8.37 km-2, while the final ones are 16x smaller. The result 
from this inversion is referred to as the gradient model, since Vs varies smoothly with z with no 
discontinuities. Throughout the text we compare inversions using this gradient model with a simi-
lar model featuring a Moho discontinuity at 37.5 km depth across which smoothing constraints are 
removed. The Moho discontinuity is set to 0.6 km/s by perturbing the same starting model (dashed 
line Figure 2.2c); we refer to this Vs(z) result as the Moho model (solid line Figure 2.2c).
 Uncertainties (shading Figure 2.2b-c) are evaluated through Monte Carlo simulations in 
which 100 inversions as described above are repeated, randomly perturbing the starting mod-
el ±10% at 7 reference depths and interpolating between them. The reported uncertainty is the 
one-sigma standard deviation of the 100 models after removing outliers (solutions with an error 
exceeding 20% of the median or greater than a perturbation of 0.3 km/s). Both models and their 
uncertainties are given in Appendix Table D.1.
2.3 Phase velocity maps from ambient noise. 
 At each frequency the phase velocities measured for all station pairs are inverted for two-di-
mensional maps of phase velocity (Figure 2.6). This tomographic inversion (theory in Appendix 
C.2) solves for perturbations to phase slowness, 1/c(ω) relative to a starting value as described 
above, at nodes every 5 km x 5 km, and treats station-pair measurements as travel times (distance/
velocity) to approximately linearize the inversions. These inversions use finite frequency kernels 
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(Lin & Ritzwoller, 2010; Zhou et al., 2004), approximated to include only the inner two Fresnel 
zones where finite-frequency effects are most significant. For the iMUSH dataset the path lengths 
are short relative to wavelengths so finite frequency effects are pronounced. Tomographic inver-
sions are stabilized via a first-derivative smoothness constraint and a weak model norm damping to 
stabilize undersampled regions, following standard damped least squares methodologies (Menke, 
1989). This approach leads to two regularization parameters, one controlling smoothing (g) and 
one controlling the norm damping (e), with e <<g so that the norm damping has minimal effect 
except where data are largely absent. The parameter γ was determined by choosing a value that 
gave a local minimum in the generalized cross-validation (GCV) function (Inoue et al., 1990; Yao 
& Robert, 1999) (Appendix C.1). To calculate the GCV function, the inversion is repeated after 
omitting 100 different subsets of the data and calculating the misfit between the omitted data and 
its predicted values based on the fit to the remaining data. The γ value is determined in this way 
at 0.06 Hz and 0.18 Hz, and linearly interpolated and extrapolated to other frequencies (Appendix 
Table C.1).
  Formal one-sigma uncertainty for the ambient noise tomography is calculated as part of 
the inversion following a standard least-squares approach (Menke, 1989), scaled to the root mean 
squared residuals for individual station pairs as an estimate of measurement uncertainty, plotted 
for 0.18 Hz and 0.06 Hz (Figure 2.3a-b). Uncertainties for phase velocity maps from earthquake 
surface waves are discussed in section 2.2.2.
 
2.4 Inversion for Shear Velocities (Vs)
 At each 5 km by 5 km node, the phase velocities from all the single-frequency maps gen-
erate a dispersion curve c(w) for that node. These curves are then inverted for Vs(z) at that node 
with the same method as described in Section 2.2.3, except that the starting model for individual 
nodes is now set to the network-average gradient model. Ambient noise data are used at ≥ 0.05 Hz 
and earthquake data are used at ≤ 0.05 Hz. At 0.05 Hz the data are combined within the network 
and earthquake data alone are used outside it, as described in Appendix A.2. To balance the relative 
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weights of the different data types in the Vs(z) inversions, uncertainties for earthquake-based c(w) 
were multiplied by five to be on average similar to the ambient noise uncertainties; these uncer-
tainties are calculated with different assumptions so absolute levels are not directly comparable. 
In addition, the earthquake phase velocities should have lower resolution than the ambient noise 
phase velocity maps owing to the lower frequencies and sparser seismic array, so reweighting prior 
to vertical (Vs) inversion partly compensates for varying lateral resolution. Since it is expected that 
the difference in velocity across the Moho varies from strong in the east to nonexistent in the west 
(Hansen et al., 2016; Mann et al., 2017; subm.), inversions were run with both the network-average 
gradient and Moho model (Section 2.2.3; Figure 2.2b-c). 
2.5 Results
2.5.1 Phase Velocity Results
2.5.1.1  Uncertainty 
 Formal one-sigma uncertainties for the ambient noise tomography phase velocity maps are 
0.02-0.04 km/s within the region of best resolution (contours on Figure 2.3d-e). Formal uncertain-
ties are slightly lower at higher frequencies; at 0.18 Hz uncertainty is 0.02-0.03 km/s and for 0.06 
Hz it is 0.035-0.045 km/s. As a test, we also bootstrap the phase velocity inversion with randomly 
resampled sets of station pairs for 1000 bootstrap trials. Within the area of best resolution, the 
standard deviation of the bootstrap trials (estimate of uncertainty) is slightly lower than the formal 
error, by a factor of 1.36 at 0.06 Hz and 1.25 for 0.18 Hz. This suggests that formal errors slightly 
overestimate uncertainty, but are similar in magnitude. The formal one-sigma uncertainties for 
earthquake surface wave phase velocities (Figure 2.3c) are 0.007-0.015 km/s, calculated as de-
scribed above. For the Vs inversions, earthquake-based phase velocity errors are scaled up by 5 as 
discussed above. 
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Figure 2.3: a-b: Formal uncertainty, as described in text, from phase velocity tomography from 
ambient noise at 0.180 and 0.060 Hz, and (c) from surface wave earthquake tomography at 0.025 
Hz. d,e: Diagonals of resolution matrix for phase velocity inversions at 0.18 and 0.06 Hz. Reso-
lution contour 1 denotes resolution diagonals greater than 1/25, and contour 2 denotes resolution 
greater than 1/5 the maximum. Uncertainties are reported as 1-σ.
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2.5.1.2  Resolution and Recovery Tests
 To evaluate lateral resolution of the phase velocity images we conduct a series of recovery 
tests on artificial data. Tests include checkerboard recovery and recovery of feature that resemble 
those we interpret. In each test, the synthetic data is solved for with the kernel from the given 
block model, and this data is input into the inversion with the same damping parameters as the real 
inversion process. Separately we evaluate recovery in the vertical inversions for Vs. Full three-di-
mensional recovery tests would involve full-waveform synthesis of Rayleigh waves from complex 
3D structures and are beyond the scope of this paper.
 First, we investigate the ability of these data to recover sharp lateral velocity steps across 
the array, such as seen in the mid-lower crust (Figure 2.4). These tests attempt to recover an east-
west velocity step beneath the center of the array, set to 10%. The amplitude of this step is recov-
ered 100 % at most frequencies. The transition between slow and fast velocities increases from a 
10 km wide zone at 0.18 Hz to 30 km wide at 0.05 Hz, in both cases about half a wavelength. This 
test shows that wavelength rather than instrument spacing is limiting resolution within the array, 
emphasizing the importance of using finite-frequency kernels in the 2D inversion to have the high-
est resolution possible. 
 Checkerboard tests are conducted on the inversions for phase velocity with anomalies 
varying ±10% in c(w) between blocks, for two block sizes of 15 and 50 km (Figure 2.5). A 50 km 
x 50 km anomaly has 100% amplitude recovery at 0.18Hz and 90% amplitude recovery at 0.05 Hz. 
The 15 km x 15 km blocks have up to 88% amplitude recovery at 0.18 Hz and only 10% recovery 
at 0.05 Hz. These tests demonstrate that the inversion recovers features of a size approximately 
equal to the wavelength of the fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves for each frequency. The area 
of best resolution, outlined where the diagonals of the resolution matrix at a central frequency, 0.1 
Hz, drop to 1/5 their maximum value, is used to mask the shear velocity maps. 
 Further feature recovery tests are explored to see if small bodies such as melt zones or mag-
ma chambers can be resolved with geometries postulated for the MSH plumbing system. A small 
shallow body approximating magma chambers directly under MSH at 0.18 Hz that is a lateral 
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Siletzia, is recovered 100% at 0.18-0.06 Hz. Inset shows model used to generate synthetic 
two-station phase velocity measurements. Lines show phase velocity variations along an east-
west slice through the resulting inversions through the array center.
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Figure 2.5: Checkerboard tests for two frequencies, 0.18 Hz and 0.05 Hz, and a-b: two input 
block sizes, 15 km and 50 km, for + 5% deviation in phase velocity. c-d:  The output from the 
resolution test for 0.18 Hz and e-f: 0.05 Hz. The smallest resolvable box is approximately the 
size of half the average wavelength for each frequency. Black outline is the extent of best resolu-
tion from 0.1 Hz used to mask the shear velocity maps (Figure 2.8).
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dimension of 5 km x 5 km or 10 km x 10 is tested (Figure A.2). First, we investigate recovery of a 
10 km x 10 km 10% slow block directly beneath Mount St Helens to replicate a potential magma 
chamber or a partial melt zone. At 0.18Hz (a frequency with sensitivity to upper crustal structure; 
Figure 2.2a), the feature was recovered with 47% amplitude recovery. Conducting the same test 
with 5 km x 5 km block had a 19% recovery, which indicates that smaller features may be difficult 
to detect (Appendix A.1). 
 To see if deeper plumbing of MSH can be detected, a 30 km x 30 km, 10% slow block in 
the lower crust at 30 km depth (frequencies 0.05-0.1 Hz) was placed 20 km southeast of Mount 
St Helens and inverted at 0.1-0.05 Hz (Appendix A.3). This feature is meant to replicate the low 
velocity zone in the lower crust in Kiser et al. (2016). The feature is recovered at 40% of the 
maximum perturbation at 0.06 Hz. That frequency has peak sensitivity at 10-30 km depth (Figure 
2.2a), so it should be possible to see such a low velocity feature with some amplitude reduction, 
if amplitudes are above detection, which are 0.1 km/s perturbations, equal to Vs uncertainty. Such 
a feature would be widened to 1.5 times its original size at the frequencies of 0.05 Hz (Appendix 
A.3). 
2.5.1.3 Phase Velocity Maps
 Phase velocity maps for three frequencies are presented in Figure 2.6. The sensitivity ker-
nels (Figure 2.2a) at 0.18 Hz, 0.06 Hz, and 0.025 Hz have a maximum sensitivity of 8, 15, 45 km 
depth respectively, although each averages over a broad depth range. At 0.18 Hz sensitivity peaks 
in the upper crust, and low velocities within the well-resolved area correspond with the main vol-
canic arc to the east and the Chehalis basin in the northwest. Several plutons lie in high velocity 
zones, discussed in section 2.5.2.3. The 0.06 Hz map sampling the mid-crust shows high velocities 
in the west that likely delineate mafic rocks of the Siletzia terrane (section 3.3). It also shows low 
velocities east of MSH that correspond to widespread volcanism near the Indian Heaven volcanic 
field and Mount Adams (Hildreth, 2007). The transition from high to low velocities lies near the 
longitude of MSH, and total E-W variations in c(w) are 8% at 15-25 km depth. The 0.025 Hz map, 
20
based on earthquake data, shows a smoothed version of the same east-west velocity gradient as 
seen at 0.06 Hz. The transition from fast to slow velocity occurs approximately at MSH. These and 
other coherent features in phase velocity maps are discussed below with the Vs results.
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Figure 2.6: Phase velocity inversion results for three frequencies, a: 0.18 Hz, b: 0.06 Hz and c: 
0.025 Hz. The first two are based on ambient noise the latter based on earthquakes. Maps show 
Quaternary vents from Hildreth (2007) (white crosses) and major volcanic edifices (white trian-
gles). Other features geologic features of note are the Chehalis Basin (CB), Spirit Lake pluton 
(SL) Spud Mountain pluton (SM), and Silver Start pluton (SS) (Schuster, 2005). Depths to model 
slab surface shown at 0.025 Hz (dark to light red lines; McCrory et al., 2012) and at 0.06 Hz a re-
ported east edge of Siletzia is drawn (Wells et al., 2014). Resolution contours the same as Figure 
2.3. Note that color scale changes between panels.
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2.5.2 Shear-Wave Velocity 
2.5.2.1 Vs Uncertainty
 Vs one-sigma uncertainties are 0.1-0.15 km/s, 0.06-0.11 km/s, and 0.8-0.12 km/s in the 
shallow crust (0-7.5 km depth), mid-crust (15-25 km depth), and upper mantle (45-60 km depth) 
respectively, based on the Monte Carlo tests described previously (section 2.2.3). Crustal velocity 
perturbations are 0.4 km/s and 0.3 km/s in the upper and mid-crust respectively, much larger than 
Vs uncertainties. Upper mantle variations in Vs are 0.2 km/s, also larger than uncertainty. 
2.5.2.2 Vertical Resolution
 Feature recovery tests give some indication of resolution in these inversions Figure 2.7). 
One set of tests investigates recovery of a low-velocity layer. Artificial phase velocities are esti-
mated for an input Vs model in which a 20 km thick layer is added to a reference model, 0.5 km/s 
slower than surroundings, for a series of target depths. Phase velocities are perturbed by adding 
random noise of 0.05 km/s. The model dispersion curve is inverted in the same manner as real 
data with the same data weights. Three model low velocity zones have tops at 5, 15, and 37.5 km 
depth (Figures 2.7a-c), representing two crustal low-velocity zones and one just below the Moho. 
All crustal low velocity zones are recovered to full amplitude although broadened in depth. Am-
plitudes of the upper mantle low velocity zone is only 60% and thickened downward to twice the 
width. These tests indicate that a crustal feature would be easily resolvable but a feature in the 
upper mantle such as a mantle wedge or a subducting oceanic crust may be only partly recovered. 
2.5.2.3 3D Vs Anomalies
 We discuss Vs derived from the 1D gradient model (Figure 2.8); those from the Moho 
model fit the data similarly (RMS misfits of 31.7 and 31.6 m/s respectively) but show more ver-
tically-oscillatory structure across the Moho. The Vs averages 3.65 + 0.2 km/s at 10-30 km depth 
and 4.0-4.4 km/s in the upper mantle (40-60 km depth). Vs at other depth slices are in Appendix D. 
Previous studies similarly give Vs of 3.6-3.9 km/s at 10-30 km depth in the forearc (Calkins et al., 
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Figure 2.7: Recovery tests for inversions for Vs as a function of depth. a-c: Velocity for starting 
model (dashed red line, same as solid black in Figure 2.2b), synthetic input model (solid red 
line) and the resulting model from inversion (blue). In each a 20 km thick, 0.5 km/s slow low-ve-
locity layer is added to this starting model, as described in text, with top at 5 km, 15 km,  and 
37.5 km for a,b,c respectively. d-f: Input model (red) and best fit (blue) dispersion curves.
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Figure 2.8: Shear velocity maps for different depth slices for inversions with the gradient model. 
a: Model for upper crust (0 – 2.5 km depth) with geological features labeled: the Chehalis basin 
(CB), the Spirit Lake pluton (SL), the Spud Mountain pluton (SM), (BG) Battle Ground Maar, 
the Silver Star pluton (SS), Goat Mountain (GM) and Marble Mountain (MM); the last two are 
grey and pink triangles respectively (Schuster, 2005; Hildreth, 2007). b: Model for 7.5 – 10 km 
depth, showing St. Helens shear zone (SHSZ) in orange. and outlines of the Southwest Washing-
ton Crustal Conductor (SWCC) conductive bodies in green (Bedrosian et al., 2018, in green). c: 
Model at 20 km depth. The basaltic Siletzia terrane is outlined in black from magnetic anomalies 
(Wells et al., 1998). In a-c: Quaternary vents are purple crosses. d-f: The same as a-c but without 
the illustrated geologic features. g: Model for the lower crust at 30 km depth. h: model in the 
uppermost mantle at 40 km depth. h-k: Purple contour shows the subducting oceanic crust (OC) 
at this depth, from Mann et al. (subm.). i: Same as h but with a Moho model. j:  50 km depth, 
and k: 60 km depth.
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2011). This study is compared to previous studies  (Porritt et al., 2011; Gao & Shen, 2014; Shen 
& Ritzwoller, 2016) in Figure 2.9, which show that we have increased the resolution of the crustal 
imaging greatly with this method and dense array. Gao and Shen (2014) show hints of the low ve-
locity body northeast of MSH, while others do not. None of the studies show the fast velocity west 
of and ending at the longitude of MSH. Mantle velocities are 4.0-4.4 km/s at 65 km depth beneath 
the Cascades (Gao & Shen, 2014; Shen & Ritzwoller, 2016; Wagner et al., 2010). 
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Figure 2.9: A comparison of Vs at 25 km a: from this paper and several previously-published 
regional models; b: Shen and Ritzwoller (2016).  c: Shen and Gao (2014) d: Porritt et al. (2011).  
The triangles are the main volcanic edifices and the mask is the resolution contour from 0.1 Hz.  
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 At shallow depths (<10 km), Vs variations correspond with many geologic features mapped 
previously (Figure 2.8a). Generally, the resolution limit at this depth is that for 0.18 Hz signals, 
which have a half-wavelength of 10 km. Low Vs at the western edge of the array (2.7 + 0.11 km/s 
at 0-2.5 km depth) corresponds to the Chehalis basin (Stanley et al. 1996). High Vs is found NE, 
NW, and S of MSH where Tertiary plutons (Schuster, 2005) lie near the surface, including the 
Spirit Lake pluton, the Spud Mountain pluton, and the Silver Star pluton. This ring of high veloci-
ties shows Vs of 3.4 + 0.15 km/s. These features are also seen in the full-waveform tomography of 
Flinders and Shen (2017). Farther east of Mount Saint Helens, Quaternary vents at Indian Heaven 
and Mount Adams lie within a region of low Vs of 2.7 + 0.11 km/s. A low velocity feature extend-
ing 35 km southwest of MSH has velocities of 2.8 + 0.13 km/s. This correlates with a diffuse zone 
of about 30 small volcanoes that extends from Battle Ground maar to an array of basaltic vents 
near the Cispus River and Blue Lake (Figure 1.4; Hildreth, 2007; Swanson et al., 1989; Swanson, 
1994; Evarts and Swanson, 1994). Overall there is a good correlation between surface geological 
features and Vs at >10 km depth.
 In the middle to lower crust features of minimum dimension 20-30 km should be visible, 
given the dominant wavelengths of the signals sampling structure here. The middle to lower crust 
shows fast Vs (4.0 ± 0.10 km/s at 15 km depth decreasing to 3.85 + 0.09 km/s at 30 km depth) 
west of and under MSH (Figure 2.10c,e; Figures 2.8c-d). Global averages for Vs on continents are 
3.4-3.7 km/s for these depths, combining Vp compilations (Christensen & Mooney, 1995) with 
common Vs-Vp relationships (Brocher, 2005). Within the contiguous United States, mid-crustal 
Vs from ambient-noise inversions are slightly faster, commonly 3.5-3.8 km/s (Shen & Ritzwoller, 
2016). Near Mount Rainier, Obrebski et al. (2015) shows lower crustal Vs of 3.6-3.85 km/s, while 
Flinders and Shen (2017) show Vs of 3.7-3.9 km/s at the longitude of MSH, at similar depths. Our 
observations are comparable to, if slightly faster, perhaps a result of the high resolution from the 
iMUSH array.
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averaged. b:  same for the eastern, volcanic average. 1D Vs models show 1 and 2-sigma uncer-
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line shows oceanic Moho from Mann et al. (subm).  d: same for model with free Moho. e-f: Vs at 
different depths along the same E-W transect for gradient and Moho model respectively.
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 Slower Vs (3.5-3.65 km/s) is imaged at 15-30 km depths in a 50 km wide region between 
MSH, Mount Rainier, and Mount Adams (Figure 2.8c). The distribution of this feature is similar to 
a combination of the Southern Washington Cascades Conductor (SWCC) (Bedrosian et al., 2018; 
Hill et al., 2009; Stanley et al., 1987) and the Quaternary vent field (Hildreth, 2007), particularly 
in the Indian Heaven volcanic field. Low P-wave velocities here are also seen in active-source im-
aging (Kiser et al., 2016). Given this geometry, it seems likely that these low velocities are related 
to Quaternary volcanism (Bedrosian et al., 2018).
 In the uppermost mantle (Figure 2.8e-f), Vs is somewhat dependent on choice of starting 
model and smoothness condition on the Moho (compared in Figure 2.8e-f; Figure 2.10; Figure 
2.11; and Appendix D), reflecting a decrease in resolution and sensitivity with increasing depth. 
The upper mantle velocities are between 4.2 km/s and 4.4 km/s, with lower velocities beneath the 
west half of the array. The higher values resemble typical upper mantle globally (Dziewonski & 
Anderson, 1982; Christensen & Mooney, 1995) and regionally (Shen & Ritzwoller, 2016). Joint 
inversions below Mount Rainier (Obrebski et al., 2015) give 4.15-4.35 km/s. The low upper-
most-mantle velocities are seen west of MSH and conspire with high velocities in the lower crust 
to make the Moho much weaker as a discontinuity in that region, similar to receiver function and 
active source results (e.g., Mann et al., 2017; subm.; Hansen et al., 2016). For inversions using the 
Moho model, the Moho step increases from 3.7 km/s to 4.2 km/s (0.5 km/s) within 10 km of the 
Moho in the west and from 3.6 km/ to 4.4 km/s (0.8 km/s) in the east. When the gradient model is 
used, Vs only changes from 3.9 km/s to 4.2 km/s (0.3 km/s) within 10 km of the Moho in the west 
and from 3.6 km/s to 4.3 km/s (0.7 km/s) in the east. These data do not have sensitivity to image 
structure within the deeper subducting plate.
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3 Discussion
3.1  Upper crust
 At 0-8 km depth, features in the seismic tomography images largely reflect near-surface 
geology. The distribution of the local plutons and sedimentary basins (Figure 2.8a) correlate well 
with high and low velocity features respectively, and agree well with prior studies (Flinders & 
Shen, 2017; Schuster 2005). These same plutons and sedimentary basins are visible in local-earth-
quake tomography (Ulberg et al., in prep.). They also see a low velocity zone along the St. Helens 
Shear Zone (SHSZ) northwest of MSH, which is weakly imaged in the current results (Figure 
2.8b), with lower amplitude (-3% dVs compared to -5% dVp in Ulberg et al., in prep.). A low Vs 
feature (3.0 + 0.13 km/s) extending southwest from MSH aligns with extinct volcanic centers at 
Goat Mt. and Marble Mt (Figure 2.8a, grey and pink triangles respectively) following a trend of 
other Quaternary vents (Hildreth, 2007). Lees and Crosson (1989) image a similar low-veloci-
ty feature near MSH, but our well-resolved feature extends further south and suggests a larger, 
continuous feature perhaps extending to the Battle Ground maar (BG). The southeast part of the 
low-velocity feature corresponds well to the Indian Heaven – Mount Adams region of abundant 
Quaternary vents. Although these vents are largely basaltic (Hildreth, 2007), their Vs is low in the 
upper crust and likely reflects the altered and porous nature of the volcanic cover. 
3.2  Absence of Moho beneath the forearc
  The Moho discontinuity to the east of MSH disappears within a few km west of the sum-
mit, in Pn amplitudes (Brocher et al., 2003), PmP reflections (Hansen et al., 2016), and receiver 
functions (Mann et al., subm.). The surface-wave tomography presented here similarly shows 
steeper velocity gradients across the Moho to the east than west, although the amplitude of the 
anomaly is sensitive to initial model at this depth (Figure 2.10; Appendix D). With the gradient 
model, the Vs step across the Moho in the west is ≤ 0.3 km/s compared with 0.85 km/s in the 
east, whereas with the Moho model the Vs step in the west is 0.1 km/s compared with 0.9 km/s in 
the east, which is measured as the Vs change between 25 and 45 km depth. The weak-to-absent 
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forearc Moho is a robust feature in these current results, interpreted here as both a high Vs in the 
lower-crust and a low uppermost-mantle Vs. The Moho is reduced in large part due to high crustal 
velocity and is only weakly a mantle effect. 
 Previous studies (e.g., Brocher et al., 2003; Bostock et al., 2002; Hansen et al., 2016), 
explain the Moho reduction to be entirely due to a slow, hydrated, serpentinized forearc mantle 
wedge. These studies are only constraining velocity contrasts rather than absolute velocities, so 
they would not be able to attribute the velocity contrast to the crustal velocities as in this study. 
A fully hydrated forearc mantle wedge would have Vs ~ 4.0-4.1 km/s (Abers et al., 2017), with 
antigorite-serpentine and chlorite the main hydrous phases affecting Vs. These predictions are 
similar to Vs imaged there (Figure 2.10; Figure 2.11), although slightly faster perhaps due to low 
resolution of the 0.04-0.06 Hz phase velocities that control Vs at these depths. A hydrated forearc 
mantle wedge agrees with the Vs  in the upper mantle, however the crustal velocities contribute to 
the Moho reduction equally. 
 The Moho velocity contrasts are reduced west of MSH both because of the presence of the 
high-Vs lower crust (3.95 ± 0.1 km/s) and a hydrated uppermost mantle (4.0-4.1 km/s) (e.g., Han-
sen et al., 2016; Bostock et al., 2002) (Figure 2.8). Overall the Moho velocity contrast vanishes at 
least equally due to the presence of high-Vs crust in the forearc, as mantle wedge hydration alone 
(Hyndman and Peacock, 2003) is insufficient to produce this observation.
3.3  Lower crust in the forearc: Siletzia?
 The fast middle-lower crust in the west of the study area abruptly ends at the longitude of 
MSH (Figure 2.8c), and has Vs of 3.95 + 0.1 km/s at 20-30 km depth. The distribution and seismic 
properties of the fast middle-lower crust correspond to the magnetically imaged eastward extent of 
the Siletzia terrane, a largely gabbroic Eocene-Paleocene accreted large igneous province (Wells 
et al., 2014). Magnetic field anomalies indicate a slightly farther west downdip end to Siletzia than 
the eastern extent imaged in this study (Wells et al., 2014), although it has been suggested that 
MSH is localized by the eastern Siletz limit (Parsons et al., 1998). By contrast, regional mantle 
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imaging have suggested that Siletzia extends hundreds of km further east of MSH (Schmandt & 
Humphreys, 2011); if so then we infer the imaging involves only the mantle lithosphere and not 
Siletz crust. Previous imaging, including with ambient noise from regional arrays, was not able to 
resolve the fast crustal region of the North American crust (Figure 2.9).
 To quantify the extent to which temperature rather than composition could explain the 
lateral velocity variations of the lower crust, we calculate a range of temperatures consistent with 
surface heat flow (Pollack et al., 1993; Blackwell et al., 1990) and compare them with predictions 
of Vs variations with temperature for Siletz gabbros. Geotherms in the forearc are calculated us-
ing heat flow from the data set of Pollack et al. (1993), averaged from point measurements in the 
forearc box shown on Figure 1.3. These measurements are in the range 27 - 47 mW/m2 (Figure 
1.3). To calculate temperature at mid-crustal depths these heat flow values are combined with 
an assumed thermal conductivity of 2.5 – 3.5 Wm -1K-1 (Till et al., in review) and extrapolated 
linearly, as expected for a region in steady state and with negligible heat production such as the 
Siletz gabbros. These temperatures are then used to calculate Vs at depth in the forearc from 
petrologic models (Figure 3.1b), as described in Till et al. (in review). Specifically, we estimate 
modal mineralogies from major element oxide compositions for a suite of 16 samples of the Cres-
cent-Siletz basalt (Phillips et al., 2017; Sisson et al., 2014), using the PerpleX free-energy minimi-
zation algorithm (Connolly, 2005). Solution models and other parameters are described in Abers 
et al. (2016); calculations are otherwise similar to those described in Obrebski et al. (2015). From 
these compositions we calculate Vs as a function of pressure and temperature following Abers and 
Hacker (2016); see Figure 1.15a. For the range of plausible forearc geotherms, Vs is predicted to 
be 3.85 + 0.05 km/s at 20 km depth and 4.00 + 0.10 km/s at 30 km/s (Figure 1.15b). This agrees 
within uncertainty with the observed Vs in the west, at depths less than 30 km. At depths between 
30 km and the Moho, the observed Vs is systematically less than the predicted Siletz Vs, but the 
discrepancy is small. The Vs is consistent with the composition of the Vs of the Siletzia terrane and 
the temperatures inferred from heat flow, so it seems likely that Siletzia makes up the basement 
west of MSH. These high velocities end abruptly at MSH and are not imaged farther east. Hence, 
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the Siletzia terrane likely ends at MSH, and models (Parsons et al., 1998) that explain the precise 
location of MSH as a consequence of the edge of Siletzia are plausible (Parsons et al., 1998). The 
Siletzia terrane may act as a westward barrier to magma, localizing volcanism at MSH.
3.4  Melt Bodies and Melt Pathways Between Arc Volcanoes
 Recent studies have suggested that there is a lower crustal partial melt zone that for some 
MSH lavas. Blatter et al. (2017) concludes experimentally that the Yn dacite, typical of MSH 
eruptions, is possibly sourced from the lower crust (depth of 25-30km) at temperatures ≥925°C. 
Kiser et al. (2016) image a low Vp anomaly at 30 km depth, 20 km southeast of MSH, that they 
interpret as a partial melt zone crustal velocities east of MSH on two 2D profiles. However their 
lowest velocities, 6.5 km/s at 30 km depth, have alternative explanations. Bedrosian et al. (2018) 
image a mid-crustal (20 km) conductive feature between MSH, Mount Adams, and Mount Rainier, 
which they interpret as partial melt and associate with the southern Washington Cascades conduc-
tor (SWCC; Stanley et al., 1987). In map view (Figure 2.8c) the crust has significantly lower Vs 
east of MSH than west of it (3.45-3.7 km/s at 15-25 km depth), and the low-Vs region imaged in 
this study is similar in shape to the mid-crustal SWCC (Bedrosian et al., 2018). The low-Vs region 
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is localized between 15-25 km, 35 km east of MSH, towards Mount Adams. The lower crust Vs 
is also low where Kiser et al. (2016) images a low-velocity zone, 3D images indicate that the low 
velocity zone is more extensive than a localized feature southeast of MSH. While it is clear that 
there are conductive and low velocity features in the lower crust near MSH, offset towards the arc, 
it is debated if there are broad regions of partial melt.  
 It is unclear if this low-Vs body is due to melt or composition, so first, we attempt to ex-
plain these low velocities with composition and temperature to see if melt is required. Obrebski et 
al. (2015) show Vs for a range of compositions at 550 C and 0.8 GPa, derived from the database 
of Jagoutz and Behn (2013). These velocities are near 3.8 ± 0.1 km/s for a wide range of interme-
diate-to-felsic compositions, and always over 3.7 km/s. To estimate Vs at higher temperatures, we 
use derivatives of Vs with temperature (Till et al., in review), which are -0.7 m/s/K for mafic Siletz 
gabbros. Increasing the temperature to 850° C would decrease Vs by 0.2 km/s to 3.6 ± 0.1 km/s, if 
the Vs derivative is valid for more felsic rocks. However, direct calculations on more felsic rocks 
do not produce such low Vs (e.g., Abers et al., 2016; Brownlee et al., 2011), constant-composition 
dVs/dT derivatives are half to a third this value calculated for equilibrium petrology (e.g., Chris-
tensen and Mooney, 1995; Christensen, 1996), and similar Perple_X-based calculations on felsic 
rocks do not show Vs < 3.6 km/s. Thus, the low velocities seen between Mount Adams and MSH 
are difficult to explain with composition alone. 
 It is likely that the velocities may reflect a small percent of partial melt, since melt (or oth-
er pore fluids) have a strong effect on Vs (McCarthey & Takei, 2011). Analyzing the percentage 
partial melt present is beyond the scope of this paper, because melt effects on Vs in felsic rocks 
are complex, the starting composition is poorly known, and other factors such as water content of 
the melt may have strong effects on Vs. Bedrosian et al. (2018) concludes that the lower crustal 
conductive feature is explained by 3-10% interconnected dacitic melt, and that a water-only model 
is unlikely given petrologic studies (Blatter et al., 2017; Cashman et al., 2017; Claiborne et al., 
2010). The location of the low-Vs and high conductivity feature is associated with abundant dif-
fuse Quaternary volcanism, and may feed numerous vents between MSH and Mount Adams. The 
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lower crustal low-Vs zone and conductive feature are not obviously connected to the upper magma 
chamber of MSH or MA, suggesting that only during episodic recharge is the lower crustal partial 
melt source connected to the eruptive chamber (Bedrosian et al., 2018). However, connections 
may exist that are just below the resolution level of the study. This study constrains that there likely 
exists a partial melt body that is small, but large enough that it is above the resolution limit. 
3.5 Conclusions
The main conclusions of this study are the following:
1. Ambient noise tomography works effectively for relatively small, dense arrays like iMUSH 
at depths shallower than 50-60 km. Image recovery is limited by the wavelengths of the 
relevant signals, not station spacing in this geometry.
2. The observed absence of Moho reflectivity above the forearc mantle is consistent with 
Vs images from this study, which constrains absolute velocities. The Moho vanishes both 
because of the high-velocity Siletz crust above the forearc mantle (3.95 + 0.1 km/s) and 
the low-velocity, hydrated mantle wedge, which has a similar Vs near 4.0 km/s. An under-
standing of upper plate geology is necessary in order to interpret hydration from Moho 
properties.
3. The Siletzia terrane makes up the middle and lower crust everywhere west of MSH, where 
it abruptly ends. Its coincident boundary with MSH and the region of low forearc heat flow 
could be an explanation for the specific location of the volcanic edifice; the terrane may act 
as a westward barrier for volcanism. However, it is still unclear why volcanism occurs here 
over such a shallow subducting plate. 
4. The Vs between the main volcanoes (MSH, Mount Rainier, Indian Heaven, and Mount Ad-
ams) may require partial melt, at least at mid-crustal depths. MSH likely has a melt source 
where temperatures are hotter near the arc. 
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APPENDIX A
DATA QUALITY CONTROL, DATA COMBINATION, AND RESOLUTION TESTS
A.1 Feature Recovery Resolution Tests
 Feature recovery tests in addition to the checkerboard tests and E-W boundary in the main 
text (Figures 2.4-2.5) were done to test recovery of small squares of low velocity at 0.18 Hz. This 
geometry approximates the previously observed upper-crustal magma chamber at about 8-10 km 
depth (Waite and Moran, 2009). The square anomaly is input, and synthetic data is solved for 
using the finite-frequency kernels, which is then input into the inversion with the same damping 
parameters as the real inversion process. If the block is 5 km x 5 km, the peak amplitude is 19% 
recovered, and a 10 km x 10 km chamber is 47 % recovered, comparing the peak of the model to 
the maximum synthetic model perturbation.
 A square -10% phase velocity block, 30 km wide at frequencies 0.05-0.1 Hz, is input into 
the inversion. This is meant to imitate a lower crustal partial melt zone. The feature has a peak 
recovery of 40% of the maximum perturbation at 0.06 Hz. It is very difficult to detect at 0.05 Hz.
A.2 Phase Velocity Data Combination of Surface Wave Earthquake Tomography and Ambi-
ent Noise Tomography at 0.05 Hz
 Individual phase velocity datasets at 0.05 Hz from ambient noise and regional surface wave 
earthquake tomography from Janiszewski et al. (2018) are combined for the final phase velocity 
map. It was thought that the iMUSH dataset was well resolved inside the array and so the iMUSH 
data should be used there and outside the array the regional data would be used. A 2D cosine win-
dow, W, (Figure A.4a), which tapers from the origin, and a constant s=0.2 are used to weight the 
combination of the phase velocities from ambient noise (VANT) and the regional EQ surface wave 
data (VR) as follows:
           (eq. A.1)
The earthquake datasets have significantly lower uncertainties than the ambient noise, although 
the resolution of the ambient noise is much better. The uncertainties of the earthquake datasets are 
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Vtot = (W ∗VANT +s∗VR)/(s+W )
scaled up by 1/s = 5 in the Vs inversion to stabilize the mismatch in resolution and the concern that 
the uncertainties are calculated in different ways. The uncertainties of the phase velocity combina-
tion are propagated (after scaling the regional earthquake uncertainties up by s) as follows:
           (eq. A.2)
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Figure A.1: Phase velocities at all station pairs, plotted with interstation distance for two fre-
quencies, 0.16 Hz (a) and 0.06 Hz (b). Color shows density of points. Grey points are data that 
are not used due short distance or phase velocities being 3 median absolute deviations above the 
median, where the median absolute deviation is calculated for 1-2 cycles, 2-3 cycles, and above 3 
cycles. Black like shows distance cutoff as a minimum number of cycles. c: Phase velocities for 
0.18 Hz plotted at the midpoint of station pairs. d: Ray density per 5 km x 5 km pixel.
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σtot =
√
(W/(s+W ))2 ∗ σ2
ANT
+ (s/(s+W ))2(5σR)2)
Figure A.2: A recovery test for a small square low-velocity anomaly at 0.18 Hz. a: The in-
put -10% velocity block, 5x5 km in dimension. b: input feature for 10x10 km block. c: in-
version result for the 5x5 km block. d: inversion result for 10x10 km block. In each panel, 
the black triangles are stations and the thick lack line is the resolution contour from 0.1 Hz.
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Figure A.3: The recovery of a 30 km x 30 km low-velocity square phase-velocity anomaly de-
picted in inset, with a -10% phase velocity perturbation, for frequencies 0.05-0.1 Hz. The recov-
ered anomaly is plotted on an E-W transect through the center of the low velocity zone showing 
percent deviation in phase velocity output. X=0 is the longitude of Mount St. Helens and the 
triangles are the stations. Anomaly geometry approximates a lower crustal partial melt zone as in 
Kiser et al., (2016)
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Figure A.4: a: The cosine window used to combine the data. b: The average uncertainties for the 
ambient noise, iMUSH, and regional earthquake data. It is clear that the uncertainties are very 
different between ambient noise and earthquake methods. c: The ambient noise phase velocity 
map for 0.05Hz. d: The regional earthquake phase velocity map for 0.05 Hz. e: The combination 
of those two datasets using the method described in the appendix. f-h: The uncertainties for the 
same datasets as c-e respectively, where the regional earthquake uncertainties have been scaled 
up by 5.
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APPENDIX B: BEAMFORMING FOR DIRECTIONALITY AND AVERAGE PHASE VE-
LOCITY
We use beamforming to independently constrain the sources of coherent ambient noise and the 
stability of phase velocities measured from it (e.g., Gertsoft et al., 2006; Harmon et al., 2008). 
Beamforming gives an average phase velocity and directionality from the coherence of plane wave 
signals across the array. These estimates are based on background noise in 512 s time windows, 
formed into beams over a grid of trial slowness vectors and then stacked monthly, subsequently 
stacked over a full year to sample annually-averaged noise. Beams are formed in a manner similar 
to Harmon et al. (2008); preprocessing includes narrow-band filtering of continuous time series at 
multiple frequencies between 0.05 and 0.18 Hz, detrending and windowing each 512 s segment. 
To remove earthquakes, the signals are clipped above four times the median standard deviations 
of all segments in the same time window, and then gain is normalized by this same factor. Phase 
delays are calculated from the cross-spectral density matrix across the array, giving a beam power 
at each slowness and azimuth (Harmon et al., 2008). Phase velocity and uncertainty, shown on Fig-
ure 2.2d, is estimated from the beamformer output by fitting a Gaussian model of noise coherence 
that varies only with slowness. 
 Overall the beams (Figure B.1) show close agreement with array-averaged c(w) estimated 
from ambient noise, to within 0.01 km/s at 0.05-0.18 Hz (Figure 1.4; section 2.2.3). Lower fre-
quencies naturally show broader peaks. At most frequencies the noise from west to northwestern 
back-azimuths dominates, probably reflecting the high energy in high-latitude microseismic noise 
sources (Ardhuin et al., 2011). A secondary southeastern back azimuth is persistent at many fre-
quencies. Overall the noise wavefield is not strongly directional, so the fundamental assumptions 
in ANT seem valid here.
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APPENDIX C: GENERALIZED CROSS VALIDATION TEST FOR SMOOTHING PARAM-
ETER IN 2D AMBIENT NOISE PHASE VELOCITY TOMOGRAPHY AND INVERSION 
STATISTICS AND THEORY
Appendix C.1 Inversion Theory
 Theory for the ambient noise finite frequency inversion is clearly outlined in the TOMO2D/
rayinvert2d manual (G. Abers, unpub. Software manual, 2018). Here we briefly cover the theory of 
the inversion. The inversion is a single-step, linear inversion of station pair-wise travel time data, 
which solves for a model of perturbations to slowness at nodes on a grid. The travel time data is 
station pair-wise travel time delays from ambient noise. The model, m, is solved as follows: 
           (eq. C.1)
where G is the kernel, p is the smoothing parameter, Mm is the unscaled first-derivative smoothing 
matrix, f is the rescaling factor for model norm damping, and d is the uncertainty-weighted travel 
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Figure B.1: Beam power at each vector slowness for 10 months of data at two example frequen-
cies, 0.16 Hz (a) and 0.06 Hz (b). Black circle shows best-fit to peak from fitting a Gaussian 
model to power distribution, and is used to estimate phase velocities on Figure 2.4b.
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m = [GTG+ p−2(Mm + fI)]
−1GTd
time residual. The kernel G is defined as follows:
                                           (eq. C.2)
a derivative matrix scaled by data uncertainties. Data is scaled by uncertainties like this:
                                             (eq. C.3)
where ti is travel time for the i
th station pair, si is the data uncertainty, and tpred is the predicted travel 
time for the starting model:
           (eq. C.4)
where Di is the distance between the ith pair of stations and vref is the reference velocity, an average 
of the network. The reference velocity is calculated as follows:
          (eq. C.5)
 The kernel, G, is scaled by the covariance matrix:
                   (eq. C.6)
where A is the same as G without the uncertainty weighting.
Appendix C.2 GCV Test
The standard L-curve analysis (Menke, 1989) was inconclusive in determining a smooth-
ing parameter for the 2D inversion for phase velocities. Instead the generalized cross validation 
(GCV) function method was used to determine smoothing parameters (Inoue et al., 1990; Yao 
& Robert, 1999). Specifically, the damping value, p, was determined by this method at two end 
member frequencies and is the red point in Figure C.1. The inversion is repeated after omitting 
100 different subsets, that add up to the full dataset, of the data for each smoothing parameter. The 
misfit is calculated between the omitted data and the predicted data based on the model without 
the data. This misfit is normalized and summed for all iterations, and the minimum with respect to 
smoothing parameter, p, of this misfit is the point of optimal smoothing. Smoothing parameters are 
linearly interpolated between the two end-member smoothing parameters determined for 0.06 Hz 
and 0.18 Hz in this manner, and linearly extrapolated to 0.05 Hz (Table C.1).  
 As described in C.1 the data used in the inversion are two-station travel-times (t), derived 
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Gij = (dti/dmj)/σi
di = (ti − t
p
i
)/σi
tpi = ∆i/vref
vref =
∑
∆i/σi∑
ti/σi
G
T
G = ATC−1
d
A
from phase velocity measurements at a given frequency. The data that is omitted is travel time data 
t and is normalized by the travel time error as in equation C.3, where t
pred is calculated as in equa-
tion C.4. 
Then the predicted data from the solution m (which is the model of slownesses) calculated 
without the omitted data d and the G matrix with spatial information based on the omitted data is 
calculated:
           (eq. C.7)
The G matrix is  calculated in equation C.2. Then the misfit between this predicted data and the 
omitted data is calculated as follows:
           (eq. C.8)
This misfit is calculated for 100 subsets and then summed
           (eq. C.9)
Finally, this is normalized by the trace of the identity minus the data importance matrix GG-g
           (eq. C.10)
where the data importance matrix is calculated as follows:
           (eq. C.11)
where p is the smoothing parameter, f is the multiplicative factor to the smoothing parameter to 
get the model norm damping, and HTH is the first derivative smoothing matrix. The GCV is cal-
culated for each smoothing parameter and the minimum of the GCV gives the optimal smoothing 
parameter. 
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Figure C.1:  The GCV function used to determine optimal damping parameter, p, for the 2D 
phase velocity inversions, at two end member frequencies of 0.18 Hz (a) and 0.06 Hz (b). 
The minimum of the GCV function determines the optimal damping values (red point). The 
GCV function and method is described in the text for Appendix C.
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Table C.1: Ambient Noise 2D Inversion Statistics and Parameters1 
2 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
Model 
Norm 
Damping 
(s/km) 
Smoothing 
(s/km) 
Prior 
Error 
Scaling 
Factor 
Variance 
(s2) 
Variance 
reduction 
Model 
Size 
(s/km)2 
Max 
Kernel 
Diagonal 
(s/km)2 
Chi-
Squared 
Factor 
0.05 1.21E-04 0.0121 4.32E-02 0.479 26.0% 3.63E-
05 
6.2E+05 1.11 
0.06 1.50E-04 0.015 7.68E-02 0.497 24.4% 8.13E-
05 
3.98E+05 1.09 
0.08 2.08E-04 0.0208 3.50E-02 0.165 64.4% 8.66E-
04 
3.98E+05 1.15 
0.1 2.67E-04 0.0267 6.44E-02 0.17 57.1% 1.21E-
03 
    
1.31E+05 
1.15 
0.12    3.25E-
04 
0.0325 6.44E-02 0.115 59.9% 1.99E-
03 
1.01E+05 1.15 
0.14	 3.83E-04	 0.0383	 6.44E-02	 0.07	 68.4%	 2.66E-
03	
9.09+04	 0.96	
0.16	 4.42E-04	 0.0442	 5.03E-02	 0.048	 78.9%	 7.02E-
03	
1.22E+05	 1.13	
0.18	 5.00E-04	 0.05	 5.00E-02	 0.049	 81.5%	 9.38E-
03	
1.27E+05	 1.11	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
 
                                                
1 Table C.1: Model norm damping limits the extrapolation of the model outside the area 
of resolution and keeps it close to the array average slowness. Smoothing parameter gives 
the amount of first derivative smoothing. Prior error scaling scales the travel time errors 
to a value that gives correct uncertainties out and so that the variances follow a chi-
squared distribution. This should make the chi-squared factor as close to 1 as possible. 
Variance is the variance of the residuals and the variance reduction is the reduction from 
the data variance to the residual variance. Model size is the size of the model of 
slownesses. The max kernel diagonal is the largest diagonal on the G matrix, which tells 
us if a large or small number is added to it with the model norm damping. 
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APPENDIX D: COMPLETE VS MODEL AND VS MODEL WITH MOHO MODEL
The Vs model was calculated for a model with a Moho (the “Moho” model) and without a 
Moho (the “gradient” model) to see the sensitivity of Vs structure to starting model. Table D.1 has 
these two models from the network-averaged phase velocity fits and their uncertainties (Figure 
2.2).
The transects in Figure 1.13 are calculated with a gradient model and these same transects are 
shown in Figure D.1 but with a Moho model. The Moho is much stronger in these figures.
In Figure 2.8 only 6 Vs depth slices are shown. In Figure D.2 we show all calculated Vs slices. 
There are maps every 2.5 km down to 20 km, and every 5 km down to 110 km. The middle of the 
depth slice is labeled in the figure. 
Table D.1: 1D Vs Starting Models 
  Gradient model Moho model 
Depth 
(km) 
Vs 
(km/s) 
Uncertainty 
(km/s) 
Vs 
(km/s) 
Uncertainty 
(km/s) 
0 3.21 0.14 3.21 0.13 
2.5 3.35 0.12 3.36 0.10 
5 3.36 0.08 3.37 0.07 
7.5 3.39 0.12 3.39 0.11 
10 3.52 0.07 3.52 0.10 
12.5 3.64 0.11 3.64 0.07 
15 3.64 0.07 3.65 0.06 
17.5 3.62 0.11 3.63 0.08 
22.5 3.67 0.11 3.67 0.08 
27.5 3.751 0.07 3.71 0.09 
32.5 3.81 0.07 2.71 0.09 
37.5 4.15 0.11 4.33 0.09 
42.5 4.35 0.12 4.0 0.10 
47.5 4.39 0.10 4.14 0.10 
52.5 4.42 0.13 4.27 10.10 
57.5 4.43 0.10 4.41 0.08 
62.5 4.44 0.11 4.45 0.08 
67.5 4.45 0.11 4.45 0.11 
72.5 4.45 0.11 4.45 0.13 
77.5 4.45 0.11 4.45 0.13 
82.5 4.45 0.11 4.44 0.10 
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Figure D.1: Cross sections through the Vs model for the Moho discontinuity inversions, as Fig-
ure 1.13 with locations of cross sections in Figure 1.13b. a: cross-section A-A’. b: cross-section 
C-C’. c: north-south cross-section D-D’.
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Figure D.2: The complete Vs 3D model with a gradient model. Each depth slice center is 
labeled in the top left corner.
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APPENDIX E
LOCATION OF CODES AND DATA ON KONE
Appendix E.1:  Location of Matlab Codes
All matlab scripts are located in /home/kjc233/Documents/matlab/
The main directories with scripts are 
TOMO2D_v3/  Ambient noise finite frequency tomography scripts
MATNOISE_v3/  Cross correlation codes for ambient noise
MATNOISE_V16/  Spectrum fitting for phase velocities from noise
invertMC/   Monte Carlo codes for Vs uncertainties and Vs inversion
ANT_plotting  Miscellaneous plotting codes after doing ANT
Heatflow_Perplex/	 	 Heatflow and Perplex outputs for Vs of Siletz
Phasevel_combine/ Combines regional EQ surface wave phase velocity with ANT
SWpackage/   Script from Helen Janiszewski for surface wave EQ tomo
Beamforming/  Beamforming scripts and plotting
TOMO2D_v3
Manual written by G Abers on TOMO2D/rayinvert. Extra scripts are loop_iMUSH_rayinvert.m 
which loops through all frequencies, sets parameters and runs the inversions. Other directories are 
GCV_v2/
bootstrapping/
resolution_tests/
test_data_params/
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GCV_v2
has scripts from TOMO2D but changed to do GCV analysis, run with rayinvert_crossval_180m-
hz.m on 180 mhz data, change frequency to do other datasets.  Run calc_GCV.m  on the output 
mat file to calculate the GCV function.
bootstrapping
Does bootstrapping to calculate error from the ANT tomography to compare with formal uncer-
tainties. Run with loop_iMUSH_boot.m
resolution_tests
Does checkerboard test or tests a single block by setting iblob to 0 or 1 respectively in fwdmod_
synth.m  Can set the following parameters for the tests
grd  checkerboard block size in pixels
per  percent deviation in velocity of blocks
width  width of block
height  height of block
xcen  center of block (x) in km
ycen  center of block (y) in km
isneg  block is negative anomaly if 0 and positive if 1
test_data_params
has some test data files and parameterfiles
mn_phvel_jindd2_0.180.data station-pair wise phase velocities for 0.18 Hz
par_imush     TOMO2D parameters for iMUSH array
stalist_mshall.txt    station list for iMUSH array
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MATNOISE_v3
Cross correlation scripts to do ambient noise
includes the directory MAT_NOISE/ which has important subroutines
important scripts are
matnoise_v33.m  Does the cross correlations
mn_add_ncf_stacks2.m Takes multiple batches of cross correlations and combines them
mn_dataselect4.m  Does data quality control
Example of how to write scripts and run them in batch mode is all of the scripts in 
/ld3/iMUSH/kjc233/xc_UW3/
matnoise_v33_#.m  numbered 1-35
And then these are run 4 at a time using MatnoiseLoop.bash in /home/kjc233/Documents/data/
MSHXCresults/
MATNOISE_V16
This has the scripts to the spectrum fitting of the correlograms to get station pair-wise phase veloc-
ities. The important main script is 
mn_fitxcspec16.m
And other important subroutines are
j0zeroseries.m  Calculates the j0 Bessel function as a series
j1zeroseries.m  Calculates the j1 Bessel function as a series
mn_bess2phvel.m  gets phase velocities from the Bessel function
mn_zctophvel.m gets phase velocities from the zero crossings of the Bessel function 
(old method)
mn_zc2predcurv.m  Gets the dispersion curve prediction from zero     
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  crossings of the Bessel function (old method)
invertMC
Does the Monte Carlo inversions for Vs uncertainty, also drives the 1D single iteration Vs in-
versions. Reguires a premade directory with the starting model and a subdirectory for each pixel 
labeled y_x, inside of each is the phase velocity file.
Important driving script is
invert1d_montecar_msh_1D_grad.m  for a gradient model
and
invert1d_montecar_msh_1D_moho.m  for a Moho model
and other subroutines are:
invdispR_msh.m   executes the runfile and does 1D inversion
invdispR_prep_msh_grad.m writes the runfile, does once for all iterations
invdispR_synth.m   calculates the synthetic fits for the start model
   
montecarl_msh1.m perturbs the starting model and runs inversion
plot_monte.m makes a fancy plot of Vs inversion and 1 and 2 sigma un-
certainty, phase velocity and 1 std of fits, and histogram of 
misfits
readdisp_surf96.m   reads surf96 phase velocity file
readmod_surf96.m   reads surf96 Vs model file
writedisp_surf96.m   writes surf96 phase velocity file
writemod_surf96.m  write surf96 Vs model file
setup_parameters_msh.m  sets up parameters for MC inversion, parameters include:
 testN  number of MC iterations
velocity_var variance of velocity perturbations
r allowed std of output
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ANT_plotting
Some miscellaneous plotting scripts for various ANT outputs, useful ones are
plot_surf96_disp_model_output4.m plots dispersion curves and 1D Vs output for 
a 1D inversion
EW_compare_Vs.m Compares avg Vs as 1D Vs in the east and 
west of MSH
quickslice_km.m Plots as lines Vs at different depths in a tran-
sect
resolution_tests_1D_plotall.m Plots 1D resolution test results
rotate_deg_vs.m Rotates Vs data files from Cartesian coordi-
nate system to degrees.
Heatflow_Perplex
This looks at heatflow data and uses it to calculate geotherms to use the Perplex analysis done on 
Siletz-Crescent basalts to decide Vs of Siletzia
heatflowcomp_60to80.m	 plots heatflow data from Pollack et al., 1993
heatflow_to_temps.m	 Takes heatflow data and calculates geotherm 
Perplex_contourplotter.m Plots Vs with depth and temp from Perplex as a gra-
dient, with  forearc geotherm overlaid.
Perplex_Vsplot.m  Plots Vs with depth of Siletzia after all of the above 
analysis
Phasevel_combine
Combines Helen Janiszewski’s regional surface wave EQ phase velocities with ambient noise 
phase velocities. Described in more detail in Appendix A.3. Main script is combine2_Helen_
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ANT_EQ.m
SWpackage
Does the surface wave earthquake tomography as described by Jin and Gaherty, 2015. In the direc-
tory is a manual ASWMS_manual.pdf
extra script to take continuous data in antelope and turn them into the right mat files is  Ante-
lope2Event.m
Beamforming
Does beamforming, main script is 
beamformer1.m
and then the power of the beam over many months is stacked and then plotted
beamformer_power_stack.m
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Appendix E.2 GMT plotting codes and other bash scripts
Bash scripts are in /home/kjc233/Documents/data/MSH_ant_2018/
mk_array_map.bash makes the array map with geology, makes both a local and a 
zoomed out map of the cascades. geologic features are in the 
directory /home/kjc233/Documents/data/MSH_ant_2018/
plot_feat_deg/
mk_degsvel2_mask.bash Plots Vs slices with degree coordinates and no drawn on ge-
ology features
mk_degsvel_mask.bash  Plots Vs slices with degree coordinates and drawn on geol-
ogy features
mk_four_deg_error.bash Plots phase velocity error at three frequencies
mk_four_deg_phvel_feat.bash Plots phase velocity results at three frequencies with drawn 
on geological features
mk_kmsurf_input.bash Makes directories for each pixel labeled y_x to prepare for 
Vs inversions
mk_kmsvel_nomc_justmap.bash Makes the maps in km coordinate system for Vs
mk_kmsvel_vsinput.bash Makes the Vs input files for the plotting
mk_kmsvel_vsinput_med.bash Makes the Vs input files from the median of many iterations 
in the MC Vs inversions
mk_kmtransect.bash Makes transects of Vs model, can do
 A  25 km north of MSH, E-W
 B  E-W through MSH and Mount Adams
 C 25 km south of MSH, E-W
 D  North-south through  MSH
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 X   X-line in Kiser et al., 2016
 Y Y-line in Kiser et al., 2016
shebang_MC.bash Runs everything after the inversion up to the transect plots
need to run rotate_deg_vs.m  in /home/kjc233/Documents/matlab/ANT_plotting/
to rotate km coordinate Vs files to degree Vs files.
Appendix E.3: Location of Data
Seed files:
 Long period continuous seismic data is in /ld3/iMUSH/LP/iris
First year of TA and iMUSH station data split up into groups of a couple months is in:
Jul14Sep14three/ 
Nov14Jan15three/
Jan15Mar15three/
Mar15May15three/
May15Jul15three/
Undecimated (BHZ and HHZ) UW stations:
startHEBO.mseed
endHEBO.mseed
startLEBA.mseed
endLEBA.mseed
startLCCR.mseed
endLCCR.mseed
startRADR.mseed
endRADR.mseed
startKENT.mseed
endKENT.mseed
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startSTOR.mseed
endSTOR.mseed
startWISH.mseed
endWISH.mseed
startYACT.mseed
endYACT.mseed
UW stations decimated to LHZ:
HEBO.yr.mseed.resampled
KENT.yr.mseed.resampled
LCCR.yr.mseed.resampled
LEBA.yr.mseed.resampled
RADR.yr.mseed.resampled
STOR.yr.mseed.resampled
YACT.yr.mseed.resampled
WISH.yr.mseed.resampled
Antelope databases:
database for ambient noise lives in /ld3/iMUSH/LP/antelope
and is called MSH2db
database for EQ tomography is in MSHmixdb
Cross correlation data:
In /home/kjc233/Documents/data/MSHXCresults
MSHjul14jul15UW3pp.mat  Cross correlations after stacking
fitxc_jinMSHjul14jul15UW3pp.mat	 Spectrum fit information
In /home/kjc233/Documents/data/MSH_ant_2018/
There is a directory for each frequency mhz180 – mhz050
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in each of these frequency directories there is the station pair-wise phase velocities
mn_phvel_jindd2_0.180.data
renamed to have the frequency name at the end of the file name
Ambient noise 2D tomography data:
In each frequency directory is:
rayinvert_out42.txt   The tomography results
rayinvert_out_42.mat  Tomography results as a mat file
par_iMUSH_42.txt   Parameters used for this result
stat_iMUSH_42.log Statistics from the inversion that are printed to the screen.
Phase Velocity data of lower frequencies after combining with ambient noise:
In each frequency directory is:
rayinvert_outC.txt The surface wave tomography with errors scaled 5x, com-
bined with ambient noise at 0.05 Hz, Janiszewski et al., 2018 
data at lower frequencies
Vs 3D inversion data
in /home/kjc233/Documents/data/MSH_ant_2018/
surfrun_grad has inversion results from the gradient model
surfrun_moho has inversion results from the Moho model
 In each directory is: 
regEQ.grad.start5 or regEQ.moho.start5 the gradient or moho model
period_file	 	 	 	 the list of periods used for the synthetic fit 
122.5_132.5 The pixel files in km y_x, 75 is added to each so that the 
names would never be negative
2.5-5.0_km.vs or 2.5_5.0_deg.vs  The text files with the Vs information with either 
a Cartesian coordinate system in km or coordinate system 
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with degrees. Each has the top and bottom of the layer depth 
in km as labels.
2.5-5.0_km.nc GMT readable grid in km coordinate system
2.5-5.0_deg.ps or 2.5-5.0_km.ps Plot of Vs depth slice either in km coordinate system or de-
grees.
Bline.ps Transect of either A,  B, C, or D line.
Inside the pixel directories:
phasevel The phase velocity data for that pixel
runsurf96.sh The runfile for the Vs inversion
sr0.01.disp The phase velocity fit for phasevel
sr0.01.modl The Vs inversion result for this pixel
all other files are temporary files from each iteration of the Monte Carlo runs.
Network averaged phase velocities and 1D avg Vs:
This data is in /home/kjc233/Documents/data/MSH_ant_2018/startmod_1D
startmod_grad The 1D avg Vs model run files with a gradient
startmod_moho  1D avg Vs model run files with a Moho
1Dstartmods  Directory with the final 1D avg Vs files
which are regEQ.moho.start5 and regEQ.grad.
start5
restest_grad 1D resolution test starting models, results, and dis-
persion fit information for 3 low velocity zones in the 
crust and upper mantle.
kernel sensitivity kernel calculations
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Appendix	E.4:	Workflow
Cross correlations
Run the bash script MatnoiseLoop.bash which is in /home/kjc233/Documents/data/MSHXCre-
sults/
Run this bash script from another directory in /ld3/ because it will save a lot of output.
Then run mn_add_ncf_stacks2.m  in this same directory where all the batches of mat files are. To 
get all of these mat files I use the command glob.m which is in /home/kjc233/Documents/matlab/. 
It grabs filenames using wildcards.
Set a new outfile_prefix	to name the output of the combined batches of cross correlations. 
Station pair-wise Phase Velocities
Next run mn_fitxcspec16.m	 to fit the spectrums of the correlograms to get phase velocities. The 
parameters set at the beginning are the following (in parentheses are what I use):
plot_flag  Plot some examples, set to zero to run all station pairs (0).
ALGORITHM Set to 1 to fit the spectrum (Jin et al., 2015), to 0 for zero-crossing method 
(Ekstrom et al., 2009) (1).
fr_max maximum frequency to analyze (0.25).
order_ampwin order of polynomial for the smooth Hilbert envelope (5).
SNRmin Minimum acceptable SNR from input (40).
nmax_zc Max number of zero crossings saved (25).
vtol Tolerance on fractional deviation of phase velocity from reference (0.25).
vtol2 Tolerance on fractional change in phase velocity point-to-point (1).
fitctrl	 Controls for direct fitting (Amplitude of the polynomial, order of the ve-
locity polynomial, Tolerance in X, Weight for the slope penalty, weight for 
curvature penalty,vweight for fitting the imaginary part of the spectrum) ([5, 
5, 1e-3, 0.01, 1e-4, 0]). 
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mk_invert_files	 1 to output to invertpix format, 0 to not write
vel_bds min and max for phase velocities ([2.0,4.5])
lat_bds station latitude boundaries ([44.8, 47.5]).
lon_bds station longitude boundaries ([-125 -120]).
fref0 frequencies for the reference dispersion curve (should be an array average 
and should extend beyond what you want as output nodes) ([0.01 0.04 0.06 
0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22]).
phvref0 phase velocities for reference dispersion curve at the above frequency val-
ues ([3.6675 3.4935 3.39 3.29 3.24 3.15 3.11 3.06 3.01 2.9671 2.93]).
fknot frequencies at which output phase velocity is calculated (should go below 
and above what you want as data output for fit stability) ([0.01,0.02,0.04,0.
05,0.06,0.08,0.10,0.12,0.14,0.16,0.18,0.2,0.22]).
inpref The name of the mat file input (without the .mat ending) (‘MSHjul14ju-
l15UW3pp’).
velpref Prefix for the output filename (‘mn_phvel_jinF’).
Then run mn_dataselect4.m to do quality control on the phase velocities.
Input parameters are:
write_on  1 to write output, 0 for testing or plotting. 
f   Frequency of data ([0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18]).
lowcut   Cutoff for minimum number of cylces at each frequency
   ([1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2]).
highcut Cutoff for maximum number of cycles at each frequency   ([5 5 5 
5 5 5 5 5 5]).
yplot   1 to plot things, 0 to run quickly
In the textread command, set the correct name prefix within sprintf for the input phase velocity 
files.
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outtextfile  set the correct prefix within sprintf for the output phase velocity filename
Copy these files into directories with the frequency names in mhz (mhz180 – mhz050).
Examples in /home/kjc233/Documents/data/MSH_ant_2018/.
Data columns of these phase velocity files are Lat (station 1), Lon (station 1 ), Lat (station 2), Lon 
(Station 2 ), Phase Velocity (km/s), Uncertainty (km/s), Distance between stations (km), Average 
wavelength (km), Station Pair Name.
2D Ambient Noise Tomography
Run loop_iMUSH_rayinvert.m  in directory above all the frequency directories (mhz180 – 
mhz050).
parameters to set are:
rnum   Run number, used to save unique file names.
parfile		 	 set name within sprintf of the parameter file
statfile		 	 set name within sprintf of the statistics file (stuff printed to screen).
outfile		 	 set name of output text file of velocity tomography within sprintf.
outputmat  set name of output mat file within sprintf.
xxmin   minimum x value in km for output files (-75).
xxmax   maximum x value in km for output files (75).
yymin   minimum y value in km for output files (-75).
yymax   maximum y value in km for output files (75).
stafile	 	 	 station information file (lat, lon, elev, etc.) (‘../stalist_mshall.txt’)
[dirs,isdir] directory names of frequency directories with data (mhz180 – mhz050), 
used glob.m  (in /home/kjc233/Documents/matlab/) to grab them all using 
wildcards. isdir is just 1 if it is a directory and 0 if it is a file (not used).
prior_all smoothing parameter in order of increasing frequency , glob grabs directo-
ries for frequencies that are for surface wave earthquake data but these are 
skipped in the loop and the prior_all is just set to a dummy variable 1. ([1 1 
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1 1 0.0121 0.015 0.0208 0.0267 0.0325 0.0383 0.0442 0.05]).
priordatall uncertainty error scaling factor in order of increasing frequency. ([1 1 1 2 
4.32 7.68 3.5 6.44 6.44 6.44 5.03 5]).
latref latitude where y =0 (46.2).
lonref longitude where x=0 (-122.18).
azref rotation of the coordinate system (0).
xmin minimum x value of the coordinate system (-140).
xmax maximum x value of the coordinate system (140).
ymin minimum y value of the coordinate system (-200).
ymax maximum y value of the coordinate system (200).
dxy x and y interval (5).
vref reference velocity, used to rescale smoothing from velocity to slowness. 
(2.9).
reslvl Resolution kernel diagonal value used to draw a contour on tomo (0.1).
dosmooth 1 to treat smoothing parameter as 1st derivative smoothing, 0 to treat as 
norm damping (1). 
doresvar 1 to calculate resolution and variance, 0 to skip (1).
ffrqmode 0 uses ray theory, >0 gives the # of Fresnel zones in approximation of finite 
frequency kernels (2).
priorfac additional norm damping. Multiplies priorfac by 1/priormod^2  and adds to 
the diagonals of the kernel (0.1). 
	[datafile,	isdir]	 name of the data files, using glob.m again with the data file name prefix and 
a wildcard. 
 Can plot the tomography results using mk_four_deg_phvel_feat.bash to make a figure like Fig-
ure 2.6. The phase velocity error plots like Figure 2.3 are made with mk_four_deg_error.bash.
Network Average 1D Vs Model
The average phase velocities are calculated in rayinvert_cp.m  and each average phase velocity 
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and uncertainty for each frequency is saved as avgstd.txt in each frequency directory mhz180 – 
mhz050. Rewrite each of these into one avgphasevel file in writedisp_surf96.m format. 
An example of solutions for the 1D average Vs model is in /home/kjc233/Documents/data/MSH_
ant_2018/startmod_1D/startmod_grad / 
need the following files in this directory:
grad.start4 A starting model
period_file	 A file with all of the periods
0.00_0.00 A directory with the following files:
avgphasevel a phase velocity file with the average velocities in write-
disp_surf96.m format
Then run invert1d_montecar_msh_1D_grad.m in the directory above 0.00_0.00 and you will 
get the dispersion curve fit sr0.01.disp and the model sr0.01.modl.
To plot the average dispersion curve and 1D starting model like in Figure 2.2 just run plot_surf96_
disp_model_output4.m 
The sensitivity kernels in Figure 2.2 are calculated in /home/kjc233/Documents/data/MSH_
ant_2018/startmod_1D/kernel
You need the following files in this directory:
sobs.d with the starting model name as the third line, this should be the nor-
mal starting model but interpolated to have twice as thin of layers, 
and all the same layer size down to the halfspace. The fourth line is 
avgphasevel2, which it doesn’t matter what the phase velocities are, 
but it should have one period, one line, and calculate the kernel at 
one period at a time. Also it has to be U, group velocity, not C, phase 
velocity for some reason. 
avgphasevel2 One line, with one period, any group velocity and the third column 
should be U not C. Calculate one period at a time.
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startmod.interp2 The starting model interpolated for much thinner, even layers.
Then run the following sequence for each period:
surf96 39
surf96 1
srfker96 > srfkernel.txt
surf96 39
Give the file names srfkernel.txt unique names for each period, in a way that ls would list them in 
increasing or decreasing order with period for ease of plotting. Plot them with sensitivity_ker_
plot.m
Vs Inversions
Use mk_kmsurf_input.bash within a new directory that has the starting model to make each pixel 
directory , named y_x, with the dispersion curve data in each directory.
Change 
filename	 to ../mhz*/[name of phase vel file] (../mhz*/rayinvert_outC.txt)
filename2	 to [name of phase vel file] (rayinvert_outC.txt)
startname  to name of starting model (../regEQ.moho.start5)
Where x and y are defined, add a number so that the directory names are never negative, I added 
75.0 since the minimum value of x and y is -75. Linux has a hard time with directory names that 
start with a “-“.
Add a file called period_file that lists all the periods in decreasing order (example in surfrun_
grad). This is used to calculate synthetic fits to the starting model.
Now run invert1d_montecar_msh_1D_grad.m  if using the gradient model or 
invert1d_montecar_msh_1D_moho.m if using the moho model within the directory with all the 
pixel directories. Parameters to set are:
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modfile	 	 name of starting model (‘regEQ.grad.start5’).
dispfile	 	 name of phase vel data file (‘phasevel’).
alloutfile	 	 name of output mat file (‘allmodels.mat’).
textoutfile	 	 name of output text file (‘allmodels.txt’).
period_file	 	 name of file with list of periods used (‘period_file’).
isfigure	 	 whether or not to plot things for debugging (0).
isdebug  can just do a couple pixels for debugging (0).
dep_knots depth knots where starting model is perturbed ([0 5 10 20 35 60 max(vec_
dep)+vec_h(nlyrs-1)]).
dirlst String name with wildcards to grab all pixel directories (dir(‘*.5_*.5’));
pixlist If in debug mode, list names of pixels you want to do a test inversion on.
 
More parameters are set in setup_parameters_msh.m
testN  number of MC iterations (100).
velocity_var variance of velocity perturbations (0.1).
r allowed std of output (0.2).
Run this inversion a second time with dep_knots set to staggering values from the first ru n. Ex. 
([0 2.5 7.5 15 27.5 47.7 87.5 max(vec_dep)+vec_h(nlyrs-1)]). Then average the two runs to give 
smooth uncertainty values (running just once give big lobes in the uncertainties). 
To plot the Vs output run shebang_MC.bash  which runs
mk_kmsvel_vsinput.bash   Makes Vs files per depth slice, need to set start model file 
name in the beginning.
mk_kmsvel_nomc_justmap.bash Plots the Vs maps in the Cartesian coordinate system.
mk_kmtransect.bash Plots the transects, need to set which transect to plot in the 
beginning (A,B,C, D, X, or Y).  Need to write a list of GMT 
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grid files (.nc) in order of increasing depths and set as the 
variable file.
mk_kmtransect.bash makes transects like in Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11.
Rotate the Vs text files from Cartesian to degrees by running rotate_deg_vs.m
Then run mk_degsvel_mask.bash  to plot the Vs maps in degrees as in Figure 2.8.
For Figure 2.10 the E and W avg Vs comparison plots are made with EW_compare_Vs.m, And 
the Vs line plots with depth are made with quickslice_km.m.
Figure 3.1 is made with Perplex_Vsplot.m. 
Resolution Tests
2D tomography resolution tests
Can do checkerboard tes or test a single block by setting iblob to 0 or 1 respectively in fwdmod_
synth.m  Can set the following parameters for the tests
grd  checkerboard block size in pixels
per  percent deviation in velocity of blocks
width  width of block
height  height of block
xcen  center of block (x) in km
ycen  center of block (y) in km
isneg  block is negative anomaly if 0 and positive if 1
Running the tests gives a mapview of the solutions to make figures like Figure 2.5. To make a 
transect figure like Figure 2.4, run resolution_2D_lineplot.m  after loading the mat file with all 
the resolution tests at all frequencies. 
1D Vs resolution tests
in /home/kjc233/Documents/data/MSH_ant_2018/startmod1D/restest_grad/
is a bash script called restest_noise.bash
in synthetic.bash  set the first file read in to be the model with the perturbation you are testing, 
here it is set to LVZ.three.start.  Need a file called period_file with a list of periods. Need a file 
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read by surf96 called sobs.d which has the starting model as the third line and the synthetic phase 
velocity file as the fourth line (phasevel_synth_unc is the name of the file written by restest_noise.
bash).  This outputs a fit of the synthetic phase velocity as sr0.01.disp and the Vs model as sr0.01.
modl. Can make a nice plot like Figure 2.7 by running resolution_tests_1D_plotall.m
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